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MM 2.5
Microstepper Translator / Driver Card

OPERATION AND INSTALLATION
MANUAL
FOR MM SERIES

WITH OPTICAL ISOLATION INTERFACE
FOR +24 VDC SINKING

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The MM, Series 2.5 stepper motor driver, is a switching type, constant- current regulator which
drives current pulses through the windings of a stepper motor. All stepper motors are stepped or
rotated by changing the direction of the current flow through the windings in a unique sequence.
Each change of current direction results in a step.
The driver contains two sections: (1) the step generator; and the (2) power drivers. The step
generator is a digital logic system which receives input commands from a controller (typically a
microprocessor) and generates a series of step signals. The power drivers receive the step signals
and switch the phase of current in the motor windings.
The driver requires a minimum of three input signals: (1) the step pulse - STP, (2) the direction level
- DIR, and (3) the enable signal - ABR. The step pulse (or step clock) to the input of the driver will
cause a corresponding change of the output current resulting in one step (one unit of motor
rotation). The direction input is a digital level signal which controls the direction of motor rotation. If
the signal is true (HIgh), the motor rotates in CW direction; if the signal is false (LOw), the motor
rotates in CCW direction. The enable signal, ABoRt, sets the current to either off or on. If the signal
is HI or floating, the driver is FREE (no current); if LO, the driver is enabled.
In addition to the digital input signals, the MM driver also requires a power supply input of
unregulated D.C. voltage. The driver functions to control the current furnished by the D.C. supply.
The combination of a D.C. supply and the MM driver is referred to as a current-regulated power
supply, or constant- current motor driver. The driver regulates the current through the motor
winding by rapidly switching on and off the D.C. voltage. This technique is referred to as switchmode or chopper stabilized regulation. The NON-OPTICALLY ISOLATED driver also requires +5 TTL
logic supply for the digital sections.
STEP ANGLES
The driver can be operated in four step sizes: FULL-step or HALF- step, QUAD-step, and OCTALstep.
PARK CONTROL During operation, the output power is controlled automatically; when stepping
output power is 100% of the current control pot setting. When stationary, the power is reduced to
40%. Parking is used to reduce driver and motor heating during non-step periods.

THEORY OF OPERATION
The unique element in the driver is the current regulator device, referred to as the "driver chip". This
driver has three main inputs: (1) the phase-control, F; (2) current-control, I0; (3) current-control, I1.
The outputs of a driver are the connections to a single motor winding. Internally an output section
contains four power transistors configured in an H-bridge with two pair sourcing current and two pair
sinking current. The motor winding is connected across the bridge. If one source transistor (at one
end of the winding) and one sink transistor (at the other end) are turned on, then current flows
through the winding. Alternately, if the other pair is on, then the current will flow through the
windings in the opposite direction. The D.C. Supply is connected to the top (positive) and bottom
(negative) of th H-bridge transistor pairs. An external resistor (typically 1 ohm or less) is inserted in
series between the negative of the H-bridge and the negative of the power supply negative so that
the total winding current flows through the resistor. When full winding current flows, the small
voltage (400 mv) across the resistor is fed back to the comparator section and turns off the H-bridge
transistors. After a fixed-time off to allow the transistors to settle and the feed-back voltage to
dissipate, the bridge again turns on and current builds up in the winding until the voltage across the
sense-resistor again trips the comparator. The digital phase-input (F) level (HI or LO) selects which
pair turns on and corresponds to the direction of current flow through the winding. The current
controls, (I0 and I1) select one of four comparators; zero, low, medium, or full. The output is
therefore a series of current pulses equal in amplitude and separated by the period of fixed time off.
The value of the current sense resistor is pre-selected to produce a current amplitude equal to that
of the current rating of the motor winding. If I0 and I1 select a comparator other that FULL, then the
sense resistor feed-back voltage trips at less than full current. The reference voltage of the
comparators is also available as an input to the device. By externally controlling this reference input,
the output current can be varied between zero and full (i.e. microstepping).
The driver card contains three sections: (1) the step generator, which controls the levels of the
phase; (2) the drivers; and (3) the Auto-Park which controls the output current automatically. The
step generator is a counter-PROM configured as a four-eight-sixteen-thirty two step counter. The
outputs of the counter control the phase inputs of the driver IC. Each step-clock causes the step
counter to toggle one step and decode a pair of phase commands to the driver which cause a
winding current direction change resulting in a one step rotation of the motor. The direction input,
input directly to the counter, directs the decode to produce a CW or CCW rotation sequence.

INSTALLATION AND OPERATION
Before operating the MM series, verify that the step angle jumpers are correctly installed for the
desired mode of operation and that the input connections are correct for optic isolation or direct TTL
models. The configuration of the MM series requires attention to four areas: step size jumpers,
power supply voltage, motor winding connection, and current control dial-pot setting. Refer to driver
label for maximum current and voltage limits of the particular model. Refer to the Appendix section
in the rear of this manual for details.
(1) POWER SUPPLY & MOTOR CONNECTIONS
Signal Name
Terminal Strip TS1
Data Connector P1
VMM
TS1-1
none
In general, the MM series requires an unregulated source of D.C. voltage connected to VMM. The
current output must equal 1.414 the full rating of one motor winding. The voltage can be between 12
and 40 volts D.C. (maximum). The higher voltage is required only for higher step rates. In general,
do not use a regulated power supply as performance is reduced. Refer to the unit label for the VMM
maximum of that model.
VCC
TS1-8
none
The +5vdc TTL supply is installed on opto isolation models. TS-8 is a test point only.
GND
TS1-4 & 5
P1-1
In all cases, ground is COMMON to all grounds; digital VCC, analog VMM, chassis ground and green
wire ground (AC power ground). If a dual (VMM & VCC) supply is used, then an identical and equal
ground lead is connected; 2 each wires to TS1-4 and 5. Always bridge the supply returns and
connect to chassis. If separate supplies are used, connect the VMM supply and ground to the TS1
connector. In all cases, connect chassis ground (green wire ground or earth) to the driver or supply
grounds.
COIL-A/COIL-B
TS1-2 & 3, TS1-6 & 7
none
A pair of motor windings are connected across each coil connection. Bipolar motors have FOUR
leads (two pair). Unipolar motors with SIX leads can be used provided a coil end and a center tap are
connected (unused wires MUST be INSULATED and cut off or tied back). NEVER attempt to connect
the center taps of unipolar motors to VMM, except in the case of FIVE wire motors. NEVER insert
dropping resistors in the power supply leads or winding leads. NEVER insert caps or coil filters
across the windings. Refer to Appendix D for Motor Wiring Schemes.

(2) INPUT SIGNALS
Direction Input (DIR)
P1- 2
The optically isolated direction (+12 to 25vdc sink compatible) inputs to the direction pin of a
counter. A series resistor (2.2k) is installed in the direction input. Setting direction HI or LO
reverses the direction of motor rotation. Motor rotation with respect to the state of the direction
input may be reversed by reversing the motor winding pairs.
Step Input (CLK)
P1- 3
The optically isolated step-clock (+12 to 25vdc sink compatible) inputs to the clock pin of a counter.
The counter toggles on a LO to HI transition. The Step CLK MUST be normally HI (+24vdc) and go
LO only long enough to toggle th counter (100us to 1ms). A series resistor (2.2k) is installed in the
step clock input.
Opto Supply (+12 to +24 vdc)
P1- 4
Power for the high side of the optical isolation gates.For testing only; normally not connected. The
current control function shifts the output current to the motor coils between 100% of the Current
Adjust power setting and park power. When PRK is HI (+5vdc), the unit produces FULL power. If
PRK is LO (0vdc), the unit outputs at PARK (40%) power. On units so equipped, PARK power may be
preset at the medium (50%) power level. PARK condition is used to reduce power supply
requirements and motor dissipation during non-step periods. Any load which can be moved by the
motor at full power can be firmly PARKed at low power. The motor will free-wheel only if the ABORT
(ABR) line is HI.
Abort Loop Pins
P1- 5 & P1- 6
These pins normally constitute the ABoRt Loop Safety (limits) System. The ABR inputs must be
closed to step. If the inputs are disconnected, the driver control output will output zero current.
NOTE: the driver is not OFF, power is still being regulated to the zero condition. The motor will freewheel. ABORT is normally only used in stand-by (position loss may occur), in series with safety
switches (limits) or other emergency stop conditions. Note that the ABR inputs are NOT isolated and
must be connected to isolated contacts only! Never connect these signals to any potential or device
except passive switches or relays.
(4) FULL/HALF/QUARTER/OCTAL STEP SELECT
This series will operate either in FULL/HALF/QUAD/OCTAL. The select pins to be selected either HI
or LO with the dip-clip jumpers. The jumper pins are located next to the P1 connector. Both jumpers
must be installed or driver will malfunction.

(5) CURRENT CONTROL DIAL
The current dial sets the 100% power level of the driver outputs as required. Refer to App C.
(7) CURRENT SENSE RESISTORS SA, SB
The current sense resistors are factory installed to reflect the highest current of the driver model.
To select the correct resistor value for the desired current, divide 400mv (the trip point of the driver
current comparator referenced to 5 volts) by the rated current, i.e. Rs = 400mv/Imotor coil. For
example, a 1 amp motor requires a 0.4 ohm resistor. In general, always consult the manufacturer
before modifying the driver. NOTE: High levels of current (full power park or constant low speed
stepping) may cause the driver chip's overtemp limit sensors to cut back the output to a safe (cooler)
level resulting in reduced power and erratic stepping. NEVER add additional resistance in series with
the motor windings or add caps across them. NEVER connect the center taps of SIX WIRE (unipolar)
motors to VMM (see Appendix D). NEVER confuse the sense or feedback resistors (SA,SB) with
"dropping resistors" which are NOT used in constant-current, bipolar drivers like the MM series.
Always simply call the Service Center if there are questions about the operation of the units.

APPENDIX C: MOTOR CURRENT ADJUSTMENT
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APPENDIX D MOTOR WIRING SCHEMES
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Performance of a stepper motor based system depends more on the electronic drivers used than it does on the motor itself. A step motor (both PM and
Hybrid type) is made to step by sequencing the orientations of the Magnetic fields in two coils. The UNIPOLAR drive method of is illustrated, in the
figure, using just ONE coil of the motor. Note that the center tap of the coil is connected to the positive motor supply voltage. An electronic circuit,
represented by the switch, then connects one end or the other to ground for current to flow from the center tap to the grounded end. The most
significant factor is that only one-half of the coil is used at any given time and that the magnetic field intensity (motor torque) is proportional to the
product of the number of turns in the coil and the current passing through the coil.
Motors designed for BIPOLAR drivers will often have only four leads. However some manufactures will provide the motors in 8 wire versions to offer a
performance choice for bipolar drive users as in figures C & D. Four lead bipolar motors may use larger wire, since only half the windings are required
in the given space of the motor body. The paralleling in figure C is the equivalent of this to achieve lower winding resistance and thereby doubling
motor efficiency. The other alternative for the motor designers is to use a greater number of turns in the winding space. This is shown by figures B & D
and results in more torque with a lower coil current but a subsequent loss of high speed torque.
Although step motors are often classified as bipolar or unipolar (2 phase or 4 phase), these terms are more accurately applied to the types of electronic
circuit used to drive the motor. Bipolar drivers can drive 4,5,6 and 8 wire motors. When the motor is described as unipolar, the specifications are
presented with the assumption that the motor will be driven with a unipolar drive. Therefore the specifications must be translated to bipolar when the
motor is used with a bipolar driver. In general, the translation is similar to a unipolar driver with dropping resistors in series with the center taps;
referred to as L over x R with R equal to the motor winding resistance. For example, a L over 4R unipolar driver has a resistor equal to 4 times the
winding resistance. In bipolar, the L over R ratio is the ratio of the motor voltage to the supply voltage. A L over 4R bipolar drive, for example, would
be a 6 volt motor and a 24 volt power supply. Performance would be similar to the L/4R torque curve of a unipolar motor. The figures identify the
various connection options when using a bipolar driver with 6 or 8 wire motors.
A: SINGLE COILS. Identical to unipolar specification (if the supply voltage equals the specified motor voltage). Normal connection of a bipolar driver
to 6 wire motor.
B & D: SERIES COILS. This configuration will produce torque greater than the unipolar specification indicates. To stay within the power (wattage)
rating of the motor, reduce the unipolar specified current by 30%; depending on the duty-cycle of the system (park time). Note that the torque curve of
this configuration is considerably fore-shortened as this motor is now the same as a motor with a rating of twice the voltage (slower motor).
C: PARALLEL COILS. When this configuration is driven at the unipolar current, the motor will perform identical to the specification but the motor will
dissipate only one-half the power (it is twice as efficient). When the current is increased by 1.414, to drive the motor at it"s full power rating, the motor
torque is increased by approximately 60% Note that this torque curve is extended by four times (high speed system).
Resonance (vibration) of a step motion system depends on the speed and power range of the motor. Fast windings (A & C) are "quicker" and may
break into resonance easier than slow (B & D). Power windings (B & D) may deliver "excessive" power (torque) to the system and produce resonance.
In general, resonance indicates, except at the low (100 sps) and mid-frequency (1000 sps) bands, excessive power; therefore reduce the driver current
for smoother operation or wire the motor for "softer" response.
NOTES: If a motor runs "backwards" with respect to software direction, transpose the connections of ONE coil. For MS series driver cards, pins 2 & 3 or
6 & 7; SID / SMD driver boxes, pins 1 & 3 or $ & 6.
Five wire motors are really 6 wire motors with the center tap common. The center tap must be connected to the motor supply voltage. If phases 1, 2,
3 or 4 are crossed, motor will not rotate (hums). For MS cards, pin 1 is VMM, for SID /SMD (if connected), pin 5 is VMM and pin 2 is GND.
Systems with pin 5 & 2 connected are used to power external relays or solinoid valves. The pins are keyed (reversed). Never attempt to connect any
motor leads to pin 2 and only 5 wire center taps to pin 5. Pins 2 & 5 are normally not connected and used to store the unused leads of 6 or 8 wire
motors.

SPECIFICATIONS
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PARAMETER

MM 2.5

MIN

MAX UNIT

Power
Motor supply voltage
12
40
VDC
Current (no motor)
150
160
ma
PWM frequency
MD10A
18
24
Khz
Motor current
MS2.5
0.05
2.5
Amp
Step pulse input
Voltage
0
+5.0
VDC
Sink surrent
12
20
ma
Pulse high
1
uSec
Pulse low
1
uSec
Rise time
0.5
uSec
Fall time
0.5
uSec
Frequency
500
KHz
Logic ' 1' volts
+1.8
+2.0
VDC
Direction input
Voltage
0
+5.0
VDC
Sink current
12
20
ma
Logic ' 1' volts
+1.8
+2.0
VDC
Note: The step pulse input must be a logic 1 (high) during direction input change.
Environmental
Operating temperature
Humidity (non-condensing)
Shock
Altitude
Mechanical
Weight
Dimensions
Mounting hole centers
Mounting hole size

-20
0

+50
95
100
30.000

C
%
G
FT

0.3 lb
2.5" x 2.5" x 1.0" Typ.
2.3" x 2.3"
1/8" Dia.

